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Vocabulary
Forces

Are a push or a pull on an object.

Contact
forces

Act between two objects that are
touching each other.

Non-contact
forces

Act between two objects that are not
touching each other

Non – contact forces
Gravitational force acts
between any object
and earth

Magnetic forces act
between two magnets
(when the attract OR
repel) or a magnet and
a magnetic material
(when they attract).

Electromagnet
An electromagnet is a
magnet that can be
switched on and switched
off. It is made from a power
source (like a battery), wire
and a piece of iron.
Electromagnets are used in
electronic locks, scrapyard
cranes and in electric motors.

Magnetic Fields
Magnetic Fields - the field of a force is an area in
which an invisible force will act.
Magnetic field diagram - this shows a map of how
the magnetic force will act in different places around
a magnet.
It can be mapped out by:

All objects are attracted
to the earth which
means they are pulled
down to its surface

Iron, Steel and Nickel
are examples of
magnetic materials

• Using iron filings on paper above the magnet
• Placing a compass in a range of positions around
the magnet

Magnet
Magnets are objects that attract or repel other
magnetic objects or materials.
Examples of magnetic materials include Steel, Iron,
Cobalt and Nickel.

Compass
How does a compass work? A compass is a small,
thin magnet made from steel which is placed on a
pivot.
The magnet spins to line up with the Earth’s magnetic
field to show where north is.
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Lesson Question

You will learn

What are noncontact forces?

• What are forces?

Learning Review

• What are contact and non-contact forces?
• Name contact and non-contact forces

What are magnets?

• Know what magnets are
• Describe when magnets attract and repel
• Describe how to test the strength of a
magnet

How does a
compass work?

• Explain what a compass is
• Describe what a compass does
• Describe how to make a compass

How can we see a
magnetic field?

• Describe how field lines help us to
understand the effect of an invisible force
• Describe how field lines around a magnet
can be mapped out
• Use a diagram of field lines to see where the
force will be strongest and where it will be
weakest

How can we tell
if a material is
magnetic or not?

• Describe how to find out if a material is
magnetic or not
• State the difference between permanent
magnets and temporary magnets
• Name examples of magnetic and nonmagnetic materials

What are some
uses of magnetic
materials?

• State what an electromagnetic is
• Describe how to make an electromagnet
• Give examples of uses of magnets and
electromagnets
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Lesson

01

What are non-contact forces?

Retrieval Practice
1. What does it mean if something is a pure substance?
2. What does it mean if something is a mixture?
3. Match the terms below with the correct definitions:
Solute

When a solid cannot dissolve in a liquid

Solvent

A mixture of a solid that is dissolved in a liquid

Solution

A solid that has been dissolved into a liquid

Soluble

A liquid in which a solid has been dissolved

Insoluble

When a solid can dissolve in a liquid

4. What are products and reactants?
______________ are the substances you have before a chemical reaction
______________ are the substances you have after a chemical reaction
5. What do ‘melting point’ and ‘boiling point’ mean?
Melting point is the _____________________________________________________.
Boiling point is the ______________________________________________________.
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1. Read the following passage about contact forces.

For some forces, they will only act if two objects
are in touching each other. These forces are
known as ‘contact’ forces. For example, friction
only acts when two surfaces are touching
each other. Friction acts when you rub your
hands together but it will not act if your hands
are not touching each other.

2. When do contact forces act?
Contact forces only act when two objects
are t________________ e____________
o_________________.
Upthrust will only act if an object is pushing
down on water (like a boat). If the object is not
touching the water, then upthrust will not act.
Air resistance will always act if an object like a
car is moving in air but it would not act if you
were in space as there is no air in space so the
car would not be touching air. Water resistance
will always act against something that tries to
move through water.

We have learned that ‘contact forces’ only
act if two objects are in touching each other.
For other forces, they will act even if the two
objects are not touching each other. These
forces are known as ‘non-contact forces’. This
means that each object is creating an invisible
force on the other object in a way that can’t
see but that we can feel and measure.
4. Fill in the gaps below to describe
what ‘non-contact’ forces are:
Non- contact forces can act even if the
two objects are not t____________ e_______
o____________.
For example, the gravitational force (also
called weight) pulls everything downwards
towards the ground on every planet (and on
the earth).

3. Write down the names of the
examples of 4 contact forces:
1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________
3. ______________________________________
4. ______________________________________
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Another example of a non-contact force is
the magnetic force. Objects called magnets
attract magnetic materials like Iron and Steel
but two magnets can either attract each other
or push each other away.

When two objects pull each other together we
say they attract each other. When two objects
push each other away, we say that they repel
each other.
6. What words do can use for each of
the following:
A__________ = pull together
R__________ = push away from each other

Another example of a non-contact force is
the magnetic force. Objects called magnets
attract magnetic materials like Iron and Steel
but two magnets can either attract each other
or push each other away.
5. Write down the names of the
examples of 2 non-contact forces:
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There is one other force we need to consider
– thrust. This is a force created by a person or
machine that pushes an object forward. For
example the engine on a car pushes a car
forward. A person pushing a toy train uses
thrust. Usually there must be contact for this
force to act but it is not always easy to see
where the contact takes place.

7. How is a thrust force created?

1. ______________________________________

_________________________________________

2. ______________________________________

_________________________________________
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8. Watch a demonstration of contact and non-contact forces by your teacher. Make
a note to show each force is demonstrated below and add a sketch.
Force

Is it contact or non-contact?

Sketch of demonstration

Weight

Air resistance

Friction

Magnetic

Upthurst

Water resistance

Thrust

Lesson 1 •
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9. Write down the names of each of the forces into the ‘contact’ or ‘non-contact’
force column
• Gravitational force
Contact forces

• Friction

• Magnetic force

• Upthurst

• Air resistance

Non-contact forces

10. Which forces act on a person if they are swimming in a swimming pool? 		
Which forces will be contact forces and which forces will be non-contact?
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Lesson

02

What are magnets?

Retrieval Practice
1. What is a contact force?
2. What is a non-contact force?
3. Write down the names of each of the forces into the ‘contact’ or ‘non-contact’ force
column
• Gravitational force
Contact forces

• Friction

• Magnetic force

• Upthurst

• Air resistance

Non-contact forces

From previous learning:
4. Give an example of each of the following types of mixtures:
Example of mixture of solids ______________________________
Example of mixture of liquids ______________________________
Example of mixture of gases ______________________________

Lesson 2 •
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1. Read the following passage about magnets

A long time ago it was discovered some
objects attracted or repelled by other objects
without having to heat them up or do anything
to them at all. These materials were called
magnets and have become very important in
a range of applications.
2. Complete the definition of
magnets below:
Magnets are objects that a___________ or
r_____________ other magnetic objects or
materials.
Magnets were first found as objects called
lodestones. The oldest known reference to
lodestone’s properties appeared in 600 BCE,
when a Greek philosopher called Thales of
Miletus noticed iron’s attraction to it.

If you dangle a magnet from a piece of string,
one side will point towards the north pole of
the Earth and the other side will point towards
the south pole of the Earth. Therefore we call
the first side the north pole of the magnet and
the second side the south pole of the magnet.
4. What do you call the two sides of a
magnet?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
When two magnets are placed near each
other, they are affected by each other’s
magnetism. When two different sides of
a magnet are brought together, they are
attracted to each other. When two of the
same sides of a magnet are brought together,
they are repel (push away) each other.

3. What were the first known
magnetic objects called?
__________________________________________

Examples of materials that are magnetic
include Steel, Iron, Cobalt and Nickel.
5. Give two examples of materials
that are magnetic:
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
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6. Use bar magnets to investigate how the magnetic force acts
You are going to use a magnet called a BAR MAGNET. Label each side with ‘north’ or ‘south’.
____________

____________

Bring the magnets together in each of the following ways and write down what you
observe:
Place the north side and the south side together

How does it feel?
____________________________
____________________________

Place the south side and the north side together

How does it feel?
____________________________
____________________________

Place the north side and the north side together

How does it feel?
____________________________
____________________________

Place the south side and the south side together

How does it feel?
____________________________
____________________________

Place a compass near the north side and then
the south side

How does it feel?
____________________________
____________________________

Place some paper clips or either side of the
compass

How does it feel?
____________________________
____________________________
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Finish the conclusion below using the words in the box:
• attract

• north

• both

• epel

• south

When two of the same side of a magnet are brought together, they ____________.
When two different sides of a magnet are brought together, they ______________.
The north side of the compass was attracted to the ________________ pole of the magnet.
The south side of the compass was attracted to the ________________ pole of the magnet.
Paperclips were attracted to ___________ sides of the magnet.

7. Use bar magnets and paper clips to test the strength of the magnet
Method:
1 bar magnet
1. Pick up 1 bar magnet
2. Hold it upright with the south pole facing downwards
3. Add one paperclip so that it is hanging from the south pole of the magnet
4. Add another paperclip to the bottom of the first paperclip
5. Continue adding paper clips until they will no longer stick to the magnet
2 bar magnets
1. Remove all the paperclips from your magnet
2. Add a second magnet above the first magnet so that the south pole of the top
magnet is connected to the north pole of the first magnet
3. Repeat the steps above to see how many paperclips the two magnets together
will now hold
Write down your results in the sentence below:
When we used one magnet, we found that ____________ paperclips stuck to the bottom of
the magnet.
When we used two magnets, we found that ____________ paperclips stuck to the bottom of
the lower magnet.
Complete a conclusion to explain your answers:
We found that _________________________________________________________________________.
I think the reason this happened was because ___________________________________________.

8. How might you make the strongest magnet possible?
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Lesson

03

How does a compass work?

Retrieval Practice
1. Complete the definition of magnets below:
Magnets are objects that a___________ or r_____________ other magnetic objects or
materials.
2. Write down whether the magnets would ‘attract’ or ‘repel’ in each of the examples below:

Place the north side and the south side together

Attract or repel?

Place the south side and the north side together

Attract or repel?

Place the north side and the north side together

Attract or repel?

Place the south side and the south side together

Attract or repel?

From previous learning:
3. How do you separate the following mixtures of solids?
a. Use a ______________ to separate the mixture if one of them is a magnetic material
b. Use a ______________ to separate the mixture if small solid particles are mixed with large
ones
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1. Read the following passage about compasses

It is believed that a form of a compass was
first used in ancient China. Originally, the used
a lodestone (a piece of stone with magnetic
properties) hanging on a piece of string. This
always pointed south.

The reason a compass points north (or south at
the bottom end of the compass) is because
the middle of the earth is fillled with iron so it
behaves like a giant (but very weak) magnet.
So when the magnet on a pivot is free to
spin, the compass lines up with the earth’s
magnetism.

2. Where was the first compass used?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

3. What was the first compass made
from?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
Over time, the use of a compass spread across
the world to become what it is today. The
modern day compass is a small, thin magnet
made from steel which is placed on a pivot.
The pivot is a small, pointed object that the
magnet balances on. This means the magnet
to spin around easily to point upwards to the
north (and downwards to the south).
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4. What is the middle of the earth
filled with?
__________________________________________

5. What does the Earth act like a
giant version of?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
This is especially helpful if you want to know
which way to go if you are lost and can’t use the
sun or stars to see which way to go. However,
because a compass is essentially just a magnet,
if it is placed near another magnet, instead of
lining up with the earth’s magnetism, it will line
up with the magnetism of the nearby magnet.

7. What happens if you put a
compass next to a magnet?

6. Why are compasses helpful?
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

8. Watch a demonstration of how a compass

9. Label the parts of the compass below
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10. Watch the video that shows how a home-made compass is created			
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_tQQFHpSa4). 				
Discuss the questions below with a partner.
1. How did the person make the steel magnetic?
2. Why did they place the needle and paper onto water?
3. What safety precautions would someone have to take if they were going to try this themselves?

11. Use the mini-compass you have been to do the following tasks:
1. Slowly roate the compass in your hand – what do you notice?
2. Can you point to where the north side of the classroom is?
3. Can you point to where the south side of the classroom is?
4. Can you point to where the east and west sides of the classroom are?
5. Can you follow instructions from your teacher to navigate a course around 			
the classroom using the directions, north, south, east and west?
If there is time – you may be able to complete a course outside or in the hall
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12. Write instructions for the treasure hunters to get from the start to the end. Use the
directions North, South, East and West (the first one has been done for you).

STEP 1 – Move

3

blocks west

STEP 2 – Move ______ blocks ___________
STEP 3 – Move ______ blocks ___________
STEP 4 – Move ______ blocks ___________
STEP 5 – Move ______ blocks ___________
STEP 6 – Move ______ blocks ___________
STEP 7 – Move ______ blocks ___________

13. Why were compasses so helpful to people sailing in boats no matter what the
weather was like?
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Lesson

04

How can we see a magnetic field?

Retrieval Practice
1. What are compasses?
Compasses are small, thin m___________ that sit on a pivot which enables them to
s_________. They will point upwards to the n_________ with the bottom pointing towards the
s__________.
2. Why are compasses helpful?
3. What happens if you put a compass next to a magnet?
4. Label the parts of the compass below:

From previous learning:
5. What happens to the movement of particles in solids, liquids and gases when they are
heated?
In a solid, the particles will ____________ more. In liquids and gases, the particles will move
with a _____________________ .
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1. Read the following passage about field lines

How can we know a force will act somewhere
if we can’t see it at all? The area in which an
invisible force will act is known as the ‘field’ of
a force. We know that there will be a magnetic
force acting between magnetic materials and
a gravitational force acting between any
object and the earth but how can we tell what
the size and direction of the force will be?

2. What is the ‘field’ of a force?
The ‘field’ of a force is an area in which an
i______________ force will a_____.

To help us know what the force will be in a
particular place we can draw ‘field lines’ to
show a picture of how the force changes in
different places. This is like a map to show us
the force around an object.

Another way we can ‘see’ the field is that
we can plot (which means ‘draw up’) the
field lines by measuring how the force acts
in different places (for example, by using a
compass near a magnet), drawing an arrow
to show the direction and connecting these
arrows together in a line. This makes a diagram
like the following one:

3. What does a picture of field lines
tell us?
A picture of field lines is like a m________ of
an invisible for to show where a f_________
will act in different p__________ around an
object.
One way we can ‘see’ the field is to place lots
of things that are affected by the force around
the object, for example iron filings (which are
like an iron powder) around a magnet:
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4. What are the two ways that you could see a magnetic field?
1. Place i_________ f_________ around a magnet
2. Place a c_____________ in different places around a magnet and draw the direction of
the force at each of these places.

5. Watch the demonstration of how to use iron filings to show a magnetic field
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkSQX5VpYpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oUTI2pPuzY&t=1s
Finish the sketch below to show the field lines you could see around the bar magnet
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6. Use a compass to plot the magnetic field with the help of your teacher.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RcgAsuevq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMO373nDp8M
Stick in the field lines you have made into the space below:

7. Label the diagram below to explain what the field lines tell us
The magnetic field is strongest when the field lines are closest together. Circle the areas where
the field lines are strongest and fill in the sentence below the diagram.

The magnetic field is strongest close each _____________ of the magnet.
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8. Watch the videos below to see how ‘magnetofluid’ can be used to see field lines
in 3 dimensions:

9. How do we know the force of magnetism exists if we can’t see it?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson

05

How can we see a magnetic field?

Retrieval Practice
1. What is the ‘field’ of a force?
The ‘field’ of a force is an area in which an i______________ force will a_____.
2. What are the two ways that you could see a magnetic field?
a. Place i_________ f_________ around a magnet
b. Place a c_____________ in different places around a magnet and draw the direction of
the force at each of these places.
3. From the diagram below, where is the magnetic field going to be strongest? 			
How do you know?

The magnetic field will be strongest _________________________________________.
I know this because ________________________________________________________.
From previous learning:
4. Give 3 examples of physical changes:
a. ____________________________________________________________
b. ____________________________________________________________
c. ____________________________________________________________
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1. Read the following passage about permanent magnets

Not all materials are magnetic. Iron, Steel and
Nickel are examples of materials that magnetic
and can be used to make magnets.
2. What are three examples of
materials that are magnetic:

4. What will happen when you place
a MAGNETIC MATERIAL close to a
MAGNET?
Magnetic materials will be a__________ to
both the n_________ and the s_________ pole
of a magnet.

a. I_______________________
b. S_______________________
c. N_______________________

Magnets can attract or repel each other
depending on which poles are facing each
other.
Magnetic materials that have not been made
into magnets will be attracted to both the
north pole and the south pole of a magnet.
3. What will happen when you place
two MAGNETS together
When put together, magnets will either
a_______ or r_______ each other.
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Magnets can be either permanent or temporary.
Permanent magnets stay magnetic all of the
time. Temporary magnets can be made to be
magnetic but may not stay that way.
Magnetic materials can be made to be
magnets by stroking them many times along
the side with a magnet. You can stop them
from being magnets if they are heated strongly.
4. Write down ‘permanent’ or
‘temporary’ next to the correct
definition:
____________ magnet - stays magnetic all
the time
____________ magnet - can stay magnetic
for a short time

5. Watch the demonstration of how to make iron into a magnet
Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps to describe what the ‘single touch’ method is:
• direction

• bottom

• magnet

The ‘single touch’ method involves moving a single ____________ along the surface of
magnetic material in the same ____________ from top to _____________ many times.

6. Complete an investigation to find out how to sort magnetic and non-magnetic
materials
Use help from your teacher to fill in the method below:
We can tell if something is magnetic or not by placing it near a magnet and seeing if it is
a_____________ to the magnet.
We can tell if a material is a magnet or just a magnetic material by placing it near both poles
of a m____________ and seeing if it is a____________ to one end and r_________ from the other
end.
Sort the objects you have been given into one of the three categories below:
Non-magnetic		

Magnetic		

A magnet
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7. Fill in the table below to say whether the two objects will attract, repel or if there will
not be any affect. Explain why in each case.
Objects				

Attract, Repel or
no effect?

Explanation

North pole and north pole together

“Repel”

“because two of the same poles
are together”

North pole and south pole together

Because two d______________
poles are together

North pole and Iron (not magnetised)

Because a m_______________ and
a magnetic m______________ are
brought together

Iron and Iron (neither magnetised)

Because only m___________
materials are brought together
(there is no magnet present)

Iron (not magnetised) and south pole

Because a m_______________ and
a magnetic m______________ are
brought together

North pole and plastic

Because plastic is not
m_____________

Iron (not magnetised) and Plastic

Because plastic is not
m_____________
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8. Discuss with a partner what you think the diagram is showing

Iron is removed from the flour because it is a_____________ to the magnet. The flour stays on
the table because it is n________ a____________ to the magnet.

9. How could use magnets help us to sort recycling materials if iron is mixed in with the
recycling?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson

06

What are some uses of magnetic materials?

Retrieval Practice
1. What are three examples of materials that are magnetic:
a. I_______________________
b. S_______________________
c. N_______________________
2. For each of the examples below, state whether the objects will ‘attract’, ‘repel’ or if
there will be ‘no effect’
Example				

Attract, repel or no effect?

North pole and Iron (not magnetised)

Iron and Iron (neither magnetised)

Iron (not magnetised) and south pole

North pole and plastic

Iron (not magnetised) and Plastic

From previous learning:
3. What is a chemical change?
A chemical change has taken place when _________________________________________
4. Give an example of a situation when a chemical change is taking place
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1. Watch the demonstration of an electromagnet shown by your teacher.
What are the things that you need to make an electromagnet?
1. W____________
2. I__________ n____________
3. B__________________
4. Magnetic objects to pick up

2. Read the following passage about electromagnets

Last lesson, we began to see ways in which
magnets can be useful but it would be
particularly useful to be able to switch
the magnetism on and off. If you build an
electromagnet, it is possible to create a
magnet that can be turned on and turned off.
3. What can you do with an
electromagnet that can’t be done
with a normal magnet?
It is possible to turn an electromagnet o___
and o______.

4. What are the 4 things you need to
make an electromagnet?
a. c_______________________
b. p_______________________
c. s_______________________
d. s_______________________
This is particularly helpful in uses such as an
electric lock and for a crane at scrapyards
transport magnetic materials.

It is possible to create a magnetic field by
making electricity flow through coils of wire but
if you use a piece of iron, the magnetic field
can be channelled through iron to become
stronger. Therefore, all you need to make an
electromagnet is a coil of wire, a piece of iron,
a supply of electricity and a switch.
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5. What are the 2 uses of electromagnets?
a. _______________________
b. _______________________

6. Label the parts of the electromagnet in the picture below:
Wires connected to the battery

I_________ n___________
B_______________

Wires are c__________
around the nail
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7. Complete an investigation to build an electromagnet
Your challenge when you make this electromagnet is – who can pick up the most paper clips
with their electromagnetic?
Equipment:
• Electrical wire
• Iron nail
• Metal paper clips
• Battery with battery holder
• A switch
Follow instructions from your teacher to make your electromagnet. Try and make it as strong
as possible so that it can pick up the most paperclips.
Conclusion:
Who managed to pick up the most paperclips?
What did they do with their equipment to pick up the most?

8. Match up the application of the electromagnet to the explaination
Electronic locks: Electronic locks can
use electromagnets to…
Scrapyard cranes: Scrapyard cranes
can use electromagnets to…
A hair dryer: Hair dryers can use
electromagnets to…

…spin the fan when they are switched on.
…open and close the bolt when a switch
is pressed.
…pick up and move magnetic objects
before dropping them.

9. Why might it be difficult to use a permanent magnet on an electronic lock?		
What would you use instead?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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